
Minutes* 
 

Faculty Consultative Committee 
Thursday, February 28, 2008 

1:15 – 3:00 
238A Morrill Hall 

 
 
Present: Gary Balas (chair), Nancy Carpenter, Carol Chomsky, Shawn Curley, Dan Dahlberg, 

Marti Hope Gonzales, Carolyn Hayes, Emily Hoover, Jeff Kahn, Mary Jo Kane, Judith 
Martin, Nelson Rhodus, Martin Sampson, Geoffrey Sirc 

 
Absent: William Durfee, Barbara Elliott, Lois Heller, Jennifer Windsor, Becky Yust 
 
Guests: Vice Provost Robert McMaster, Professor Leslie Schiff (Council on Liberal Education); 

Deans Darlyne Bailey, Thomas Fisher, Robert McMaster, Meredith McQuaid, Marilyn 
Speedie; Bob Baker (Parking and Transportation Services) 

  
[In these minutes:  (1) faculty legislative liaison report; (2) revised Twin Cities liberal-education 
requirements; (3) discussion with some of the Twin Cities deans; (4) committee business; (5) light-rail 
transit] 
 
 
1. Faculty Legislative Liaison Report 
 
 Professor Balas convened the meeting at 1:15 and turned first to Professors Hayes and Sampson 
for a report from the legislature.  They reported on several items and commented that the presence of 
Committee members at the legislative hearing made a big impression.  
 

Professor Hayes commented on a report from the state demographer, economist, and several other 
experts who put the role of the University in context:  they emphasized that we are competing in a global, 
high-tech economic economy.  Minnesota is showing signs of slipping:  lower economic growth relative 
to the rest of the nation, education levels among the young are starting to drop off (they are still relatively 
high, but dropping), and the unemployment rate is higher.  Why?  It is difficult to say, but one piece of the 
puzzle is a declining investment in education.  It has taken 20 years to "ramp down" and it will take 
another 20 years to ramp back up.  Not only is the world changing, so are the demographics of the state.  
It has become more difficult to attract highly educated people from outside and there has been an influx of 
new people who are not necessarily wealthy.  If Minnesota is to be able to compete in the global 
economy, it needs to educate the people who are in the state, particularly in math and science, to prepare 
them for high-tech industries—and that includes women and the state's growing population of minorities.  
The state also needs to make K-12 strong so students are prepared for higher education and it needs to 
make higher education affordable. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
* These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of Minnesota 

Senate; none of the comments, conclusions, or actions reported in these minutes represents the views of, nor are they 
binding on, the Senate, the Administration, or the Board of Regents. 
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2. Revised Twin Cities Campus Liberal Education Requirements 
 
 Professor Balas now welcomed Vice Provost McMaster and Professor Schiff to present the 
revised recommendations of the Council on Liberal Education for the liberal education requirements for 
the Twin Cities campus. 
 
 Professor Schiff noted that this is a revised report, following the many suggestions they received 
during extensive consultation on the first draft.  The major changes are these. 
 
-- They reorganized the report so the rationale and guiding principles are included in the report 
rather than appearing in an appendix. 
-- They include a more extensive explanation of how the 7 cores were chosen (it is clear that there 
could have been a different set of cores, but they relied on their guiding principles to identify the ones in 
the report). 
-- The deans wanted more included on the importance of writing, which is on another track, but 
writing will be important to liberal education so the Writing Board and CLE will interact. 
-- In accord with advice from both this Committee and the Committee on Educational Policy, there 
is a stronger link with the Senate-adopted student-learning outcomes. 
-- The faculty in the fields thought the report failed in appropriately describing the arts and 
humanities; those faculty helped to revise the language.  (A number of faculty helped that way in other 
cases as well.) 
-- They added specific criteria to indicate what they meant by labs in the physical and biological 
sciences. 
-- They reworked the diversity language so that it now speaks to diversity and social justice in the 
United States (there needed to be a greater emphasis on diversity in liberal education, according to the 
Committee on Equity, Access, and Diversity, and all cores should present ways of knowing and 
consideration of the constructive nature of knowledge). 
-- They described a pilot project in the University Honors Program to allow students to 
individualize their liberal education program (not all students will do it, some are not developmentally 
ready to do so, and the University could not  accommodate—administratively—all students tailoring their 
own liberal education program). 
-- In the future, CLE will be ready to consider novel courses that do not fit the model, and SCEP 
and CLE would have to use their judgment in approving them. In this regard, the report is a blueprint for 
moving forward, a set of guiding principles for liberal education on this campus. It should not be viewed 
as "the law" for the next 10-15 years, because to do so would stifle creativity and the capacity to react to a 
rapidly-changing world and educational landscape. 
-- In terms of the size of the core, a lot of departments want to offer courses, but if an approved 
course has not been offered for three years, it must be re-approved by CLE. 
 
 Professor Wambach asked what the proposed implementation date for the new requirements 
would be.  Their best guess, Professor Schiff said, is the fall of 2010.  Vice Provost McMaster said they 
need to figure out what to do when they lift the moratorium on new liberal-education courses, because 
departments should not now be proposing courses to meet the existing requirements—any new courses 
should meet the new requirements.  Dr. McMaster agreed they would move ahead on the new courses. 
 

Professor Chomsky commented that there is a statement in the report that it does not focus on 
interdisciplinary courses and ways of knowing because of the budget model.  That is not encouraging, she 
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said, and reinforces concerns about the budget model expressed in other contexts.  That is not 
encouraging, she said.  Professor Schiff said there was strong feeling among CLE members that the 
statement had to be included.  The irony has to be noted, Professor Kane agreed.   
 
 Professor Chomsky noted that there is an ad hoc subcommittee of SCEP and FCC (she serves as 
the FCC representative) that is reviewing all of the Senate educational policies in order to make them 
more coherent.  They discovered that Senate policy requires 39 semester credits be devoted to the liberal-
education requirements.  Should that be removed?  Professor Schiff said they did not know about the 
requirement; CLE was thinking about a minimum of 3 credits in 7 core courses and those meeting the 
theme requirement.  Those could total to 39.  But could be as few as 21 if a student double-dipped in 
every one, Dr. McMaster observed.  Should there be a minimum number of credits in order to ensure 
there is not too much double-dipping, Professor Chomsky inquired?  Professor Schiff thought not and 
said the provision should be deleted.   
 
 Professor Balas raised again the question of allowing students to make a choice in meeting the 
liberal-education requirements.  Professor Schiff reported that CLE debated and debated that option and 
came to the conclusion that it is a global society and the requirements are intended to give students the 
tools to deal with it.  What should be negotiated?  Should a student be able to opt out of math?  Diversity?  
They spent a lot of hours discussing choice and concluded there either needed to be a lot of free choice or 
else how would it be decided what would be negotiable?  Liberal education has not had the importance in 
the institution that it should and students should not, in their view, be able to opt out of math (for 
example).   
 

The only "no" vote at SCEP when the CLE recommendations came up for a vote, Professor 
Wambach reported, came from an IT faculty member, and now Professor Balas (also from IT) is 
questioning the proposed requirements; she asked what the core issue is for IT faculty.  The IT majors are 
so constrained that students need to double-dip in order to complete their degrees in a timely fashion, 
Professor Schiff replied.  They are "big" majors because of accreditation requirements and students do not 
have a lot of flexibility in their schedules.  They had a vocal IT member on CLE who believes that liberal 
education is important; CLE did the best it could to make the ‘deliverables’ as valuable as possible.  If 
there is to be double-dipping, it should be made worthwhile.  They agreed the opportunity to present ways 
of thinking and knowing (cores) in ways that are societally relevant to the student (themes) is important; 
IT students will still have to double-dip, but the courses should be much better because the new plan 
requires the theme and cores to be fully-integrated in courses that choose to meet both requirements. 

 
Professor Wambach said she has heard that IT faculty do not think the courses are that good and 

students pick them because they fit the schedule, so the question is how to construct good courses for IT 
students.  Professor Schiff said they learned that at another institution all the liberal-education courses 
related to a theme (e.g., sustainability), so there is even a course on medieval art and sustainability that 
focused on the construction of medieval churches.  Interesting opportunities need to be identified. 

 
Professor Dahlberg said that in Physics, a student takes 8-10 credits per semester on average for 

the major (in math and physics), which does not leave a lot of room for other courses.  But he advises 
students to take world literature, psychology, history, and other subjects.  When there is not a lot of room 
in a student's schedule one wants to be sure that all of the courses have an impact.  He said he wants the 
system to ensure that students are broadly educated, not just filling seats in classes chosen by committee. 
That will happen if the courses are good, Professor Schiff said.  If a course is to fulfill liberal-education 
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requirements, what should it do?  They spent a lot of time writing guidelines for the new liberal-education 
courses. 

 
Professor Hayes, noting she also is from IT, said she hears from students who have gone into 

industry and asks them what they would have done differently in their education.  One now-senior person 
in industry said he would have liked to have had more liberal-education courses—and if he were doing it 
over, especially focusing on communication skills.  This would mean taking fewer major courses in order 
to fit them in.  Engineering students, however, do not necessarily perceive the need for communication 
skills while they are completing their undergraduate education.  They see liberal-education requirements 
as "other stuff, not real engineering" and don't see it as vital until later.  Professor Schiff said the report 
tries to address what the institution must do to get around that perception; there needs to be more 
discussion about why a liberal education will be helpful and what its relevance is. 

 
The other issue is delivery, Professor Hayes said.  Delivering writing-intensive courses requires 

much time for providing feedback from an experienced writer.  In engineering there are not sufficient 
TAs to provide that feedback (and the TAs are not necessarily experienced writers), and the faculty are 
already working very hard to fulfill their many existing obligations.   It is a challenge to design and 
deliver effective writing-intensive engineering courses, given the current resource constraints. 

 
Professor Rhodus said that in the health-science professional schools, students are so oriented to 

the trade mentality that they do not see the "other stuff" as mattering—until they are out in the 
community. 

 
Professor Curley said he agreed with Professor Balas on the choice question.  He agreed that the 

institution must raise the level of interest in liberal education; but, if they did so, then requirements 
wouldn't be necessary.  And, having requirements reduces natural interest as a motivator.  The two ideas 
work against each other.  Part of that is faculty attitude, Professor Dahlberg said; when he tells students 
why liberal education is critical, they seem to understand it.   

 
Professor Sirc said that a writing-intensive engineering course should be an incredible 

opportunity.  He teaches a "three-fer" (writing-intensive, core, and theme course) and it is well worth the 
effort.   

 
 Professor Kahn commented, apropos the remarks from Professor Rhodus, that when the 
professional schools receive students, the presumption (which is often incorrect) is that they have 
received a liberal education as undergraduates and now are seeking a professional education.  In terms of 
incentives for getting science students to take liberal-education courses, one way is to offer courses that 
satisfy liberal education requirements but that are cross- or multi-disciplinary (e.g., science and society, 
bioethics, etc.).  But it is often difficult to capture tuition when faculty from one college teach courses in 
another college.  For example, the center he heads has a bioethics course designator (BTHX), but in his 
experience departments don't like their majors taking required courses outside of departmental offerings.  
They are more than willing to teach a bioethics course under another course designator, but then the issue 
of how the tuition dollars flow arises. 

 
Professor Wambach pointed out that a lot of students not in the sciences view the biological and 

physical sciences as items to be checked off on a list as well—and they haven't had particularly good 
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courses, either.  When they thought about "choice," Professor Schiff said, they concluded they still want 
to push students out of their comfort zone.   

 
Professor Wambach then said that the policy does not allow consideration of a psychology course 

as the social sciences; will 3XXX methods courses with a prerequisite not be allowed to count in meeting 
liberal-education requirements?  Where a course meets the requirements, even with a prerequisite, if it is a 
good course CLE would probably approve it, Professor Schiff said.  But most liberal-education courses 
are not to have prerequisites.  She repeated that the report provides guiding principles and they will look 
at individual courses over the next 10-12 years.   

 
Professor Schiff also discussed the requirement that "regular" faculty teach the liberal-education 

courses.  As SCEP discussed the report, it was clear that there will be exceptions.  The notion is that if 
these courses are going to be good, with the liberal-education value up front, they usually should be 
taught by regular faculty members with an allegiance to and understanding of the institution.  Professor 
Martin said for all the work that CLE has done, it will still be hard work to get the faculty to understand; 
it is important that CLE be broadly representative of faculty across the campus because breadth will be 
important for buy-in.  Professor Schiff agreed there needs to be a lot of work going forward. 

 
Professor Kane thanked Professor Schiff and her colleagues on CLE for the tremendous amount 

of work they have done.  The Committee gave Professor Schiff and CLE a round of applause. 
 
3. Discussion with Deans 
 
 Professor Balas next welcomed Deans Darlyne Bailey (Education and Human Development), 
Fisher (Design), McMaster (Undergraduate Education), McQuaid (International Education), and Speedie 
(Pharmacy).  He recalled that representatives of the Committee and of the Twin Cities deans had had a 
wonderful lunch conversation a couple of months previous and provided the participants an opportunity to 
see issues from different sides.  This meeting is intended to continue that discussion.  It was agreed that 
the discussion would be off the record except for a listing of the general topics discussed. 
 
 The topics touched on were these: 
 
-- communication in the University 
-- Wave 1 college issues (Deans Bailey and Fisher) 
-- core versus interdisciplinary programs 
-- cost-pool charges 
-- the impact of the budget model in flexibility in decision-making 
-- spousal hiring 
-- metrics and measures 
 
 At the end of the hour-long discussion, Professor Balas thanked the deans for joining the meeting 
and promised that the interactions would continue. 
 
4. Committee Business 
 
 The Committee noted several issues about which it wished to speak with the President. 
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 One issue that came up briefly was the increasingly-critical problem of fewer males attending 
college. 
 
5. Light-Rail Transit 
 
 Professor Balas welcomed Mr. Baker (Director of Parking and Transportation Services) to the 
meeting to provide an update on the political goings-on related to the Central Corridor light-rail transit 
line. 
 
 Following the discussion, Professor Balas thanked Mr. Baker and adjourned the meeting at 3:30. 
 
      -- Gary Engstrand 
 
University of Minnesota 
 


